
ChurnZero is a real-time Customer
Success platform that helps subscription
businesses...
• Fight churn
• Expand current accounts,
• Increase product adoption, and 
• Optimize the customer experience.

Know How Customers Use Your
Product / Service.

Segment Your Users and Accounts with a Rich Set of Data.

Usage Comparison
Show Last 30 Days      among Large Accounts

Feature 1: 4 (percentile: 76%)

Feature 2: 26 (percentile: 83%)

Power Feature 1: 20 (percentile: 81%)

Power Feature 3: 9 (percentile: 46%)

Power Feature 4: 25 (percentile: 77%)

Power Feature 2: 12 (percentile: 30%)

Login: 60 (percentile: 83%)

Assess Health and Likelihood
to Churn.

169

75 61 33

Accounts

$885.3k

$453.34 $244.54 $177.54

Total Contract Value

Users who are having difficulty 
onboarding.
Automatically set tasks for the 
Customer Success managers to 
call these users.

Your power users.
Invite this segment to try 
your latest product updates 
before all the others.

Get 
Real-Time
Alerts About
Your 
Customers.

See how we can help you fight churn.

Amanda Rueda,
VP of Customer Experience

It has been so refreshing to work with 
ChurnZero. It brought an ROI return on 
day one and is something  that people 

really appreciate and enjoy using!

ChurnZero automates a lot of 
processes that businesses would have 

had to do manually to keep their 
customers engaged in their products.

Get a demonstration:
http://churnzero.net hello@churnzero.net +1-202-780-9601  

TURN THIS AROUND TO SEE HOW CHURNZERO CAN HELP YOU…

Automate Tasks and 
Communications and Get 
More from your Team.

Connect with your Customers 
Right Inside your Product.

ChurnZero is the
"Next Big Thing"



The Impact of Using ChurnZero:
A Timeline

Jane, a CSM from RetainInc,
using ChurnZero

Jack, a CSM from LostInc, 
without ChurnZero 

AcmeCo joins as a new customer. AcmeCo joins as a new customer.Day 0

Jane gets a "new account" text alert. 
An automated personalized email

introducing Jane is sent to AcmeCo.
Despite Jane out sick, the client got

an outreach.

Every CSM is expected to check a CRM report
each workday for new accounts. 
Today, Jack is out sick. 

Day 1

Jane completes her intro call with
AcmeCo.

The customer excitement from
the sale transfers to onboarding.

After a morning of catch up, Jack writes
and emails a welcome email to AcmeCo.Day 2

Jack completes his intro call with AcmeCo.
The customer is anxious to get started.

Day 4

Day 7

Jane is alerted that four new users have 
started using the service.

Automatically, each new user was greeted 
with a video tutorial in the service and 

offered training via email.

Real-time alert: AcmeCo is trying a sticky, 
but tough-to-use feature.

Jane adds the user to a prebuilt engage-
ment campaign, who receives help and 

best practices on that feature.

AcmeCo is trying an important, sticky, but 
tough-to-use feature.
They never get it to work.

Day 21
Alert: two users did not complete 

on-boarding. An automated email with help 
tools is triggered to them.

Two users have not completed 
onboarding. 
They receive no additional guidance.

Day 30

With good usage and health stats, Jane 
emails AcmeCo with Month 1 

accomplishments.
AcmeCo decides to bring onboard 

another team.

Jack sends an email to the main contact 
asking if everything is OK.

Day 60
Jane sees six AcmeCo users have started 

using the service. She gets an alert to help 
one user.

No new users come on board; only two 
users occasionally login.
But Jack doesn't know this.

Day 102

AcmeCo is now part of the "Power 
Account" segment, reserved for accounts 

using all parts of the service.
Power Accounts are automatically sent 

promo codes to the upcoming user 
conference.

Rats! Jack just remembered to send an 
email to AcmeCo to do the QBR.

Day 123The user conference has AcmeCo pumped 
up! They now have 16 active users. 

Late and without insights, Jack asks at the 
QBR, "Sooooo…. how is everything 
going?"
The action plan is to get the first four 
users fully onboarded. 

Day 180Jane does the second QBR; AcmeCo warns 
that six more users are coming! ;-)

Getting in touch with disengaged users 
proves tough. AcmeCo skips the QBR.

Day 192
RetainInc releases new features. 

Automated campaigns educate and remind 
AcmeCo.

LostInc releases new features. They go 
unnoticed.

Day 210
Alert: AcmeCo has exceeded their 

maximum user licenses. 
Jane works with them on expansion.

Finally, two users are fully onboarded, 
but without the certain features 
implemented, they are not engaged.

Day 270
At this QBR, Jane secures the renewal for 

the next year. Jane introduces a new 
product add-on to AcmeCo.

After some manual digging, Jack 
discovers the non-use of the sticky 
feature, quickly sends an email to 
AcmeCo. He does not hear back.

Day 330
Over the last few weeks, Jane is alerted 

about engagement with the add-on 
product.

AcmeCo sends a notice of cancellation. 

Day 365

AcmeCo's year two contract value is now 
75% greater than the original.

AcmeCo is featured in a RetainInc case 
study; additionally, they refer two new 

customers to Jane!

The AcmeCo account is deleted.
Jack shares his poor LostInc experience 
with some industry colleagues. They take 
LostInc off their short list of vendors to 
consider.

Year 2The AcmeCo account now has 60 users 
and is core to AcmeCo's practices.

AcmeCo buys a competitive service.

Year 3The lifetime value of AcmeCo is now 600% 
of the original contract.

A business development rep calls into 
AcmeCo. Not interested.

Year 4
The partnership

continues…
A business development rep calls into 
AcmeCo. Not interested.

Day 67

An NPS survey is automatically sent to 
users six weeks after they've completed 

onboarding.
AcmeCo users comes in at 10, 10, 9, 
and 6. Jill gets alerted on the 6 and 

follows up. 

Day 83
Automated email: sent to the main user 
to schedule the quarterly business review 

(QBR).

Day 90

QBR: with data and reports, Jane reviews 
business impact and user engagement, 

and has next-step recommendations. 
Jane and AcmeCo have a plan.

Day 12
The annual NPS survey is sent on this 
date to all LostInc customers. 
Still hopeful, AcmeCo comes in at an 8.


